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the use of improper seed, or the wrong kind or fertilizer or chemical,
or a mistake in the way it is applied, damage can result which may
cost thousands of dollars and a year or longer to repair it.

The more service bureaus that are formed, the greater will be the
need for the United States Golf Association Green Section and the
information which it alone can supply. This is the firm belief of the
executive committee of this latter organization, and plans are being
made accordingly. The demands upon the office at Washington have
grown so rapidly that something must be done to meet the situation.
It is expected that the service bureaus, when sufficiently organized
and when located in the principal golf centers throughout the country,
will be able to do much to relieve this pressure on Washington. The
parent organization can then reach the clubs of any particular district.
through the local bureau, which should have on file and readily acces-
sible information that would apply particularly to local conditions.
It is also expected that the bureaus will make known to the clubs and
the golfers of their districts the work and the needs of the parent,
or national, Green Section, and see to it that sufficient funds are
8upplied to carryon the work in a satisfactory manner and insure
its permanence.

In conclusion I would state my firm belief that if the big army of
enthusiastic golf players of these great United States could only be
made to understand what the United States Golf Association Green
Section is, what it has done, and what it can and will do in the future,
there would be such a voluntary inpouring of funds that all financial
problems would disappear and this work could be extended and carried
on with greater efficiency and its permanence relieved of any doubt.

The Golf Course Flower Garden
In Mr. P. L. Ricker's article on another page of this number of

the BULLETIN suggestions are given with regard to beautifying the
golf course with wild flowers suitable for spring planting. Much can
also be done in the same direction with a little time spent on flower
gardens, using cultivated plants instead of wild plants, while at the
same time a constant supply of fresh cut flowers will become available
for use in the clubhouse. Success in this respect depends primarily
on the proper selection of plants. Write at once to your seed house
and your nurseryman and ask for their catalogues of flowering plants.
Bulletins on the subject can also be obtained, without charge, by
writing to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. In
particular the following Department bulletins are recommended:
Farmers' Bulletin No. 750, "Roses"; Farmers' Bulletin No. 1171,
"Annual Flowering Plants"; Farmers' Bulletin No. 1381, "Herbaceous
Perennials" ; Farmers' Bulletin No. 1311, "Chrysanthemums" ;
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1370, "Dahlias"; Farmers' Bulletin No. 1087,
"Beautifying the Farmstead."

Laying tile in filled Jand.-Unless proper precautions are taken,
tile laid in fills is apt to settle and get out of line, and thus instead
of functioning as a drain will result in the collecting of underground
pools. Care must therefore be taken in such cases to tamp a firm
bed for the tile before it is laid. Best results are obtained when the
bed is soaked before being tamped ..


